Do The Write Thing

i see violence a front of me everyday
i see youth killing youths every week
i see moms in tears yelling for the child death
i see teens in the corner everytime and every minute
i'm going somewhere
i see people shooting people for no reason
i see the most dumb $****
i see youth think its all about the green and drugs
that make their life easier

Drugs all over under the ground.
Guns, people crying, putting each other down.
Buying fancy cars and a lot of rings.
You have nothing to show for yourself.
I wonder what the community can do.
I have no idea, not even a clue.
I look in the paper and I see someone dead.
They lay on the stretcher like it was a bed.
The mothers stand in silence.
come on people.......why...!
Death is not the end
Death can never be the end.
Death is the road.
Life is the traveller.
The Soul is the guid
Our mind thinks of death.
Our heart thinks of life
Our soul thinks of Immortality.